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ABSTRACT 

Arteries can serve as an excellent illustrative example of nonlinear tubes. Due to wavy bundles of 
collagen fibres presented in walls, arteries exhibit large strain stiffening that is well captured by 
exponential strain energy functions. Since fibrillary network inside the walls exhibits preferred 
orientations, arterial response is usually anisotropic. It has been known for decades that arteries retract 
upon excision from a body. Autopsy studies found that in situ longitudinal prestretch in the human 
aorta can attain up to 40%, and even 50% was reported for carotid arteries of young individuals [1]. 
Such a significant axial prestretch has important consequences for the inflation-extension response of 
the arteries. It has been shown that elastic arteries in vivo sustain no or minimal changes in axial 
deformation during pressure pulse transmission. Hand in hand with minimal variation of the axial 
deformation goes a minimal change in the axial force sustained by arteries during the pressure cycle. 
It has been pointed out that such a behaviour is mechanically favourable. 

In our previous studies, it has been shown that depending on specific constitutive description, there is 
some range of the axial prestretch in which tubes are more distensible when pressurized in prestretched 
state in contrast to tubes that are not elongated prior to the inflation [2]. The same conclusion was 
derived for the human abdominal aorta [3]. It further documents that axial prestretch is mechanically 
advantageous for our body. 

The objective of the present study is to show that there is another point of view from which the effect 
of the prestretch can be seen: that is the volume accommodated by a tube in its pressurization. By 
adopting hyperelastic anisotropic constitutive model corresponding to the human common carotid 
artery and using thin-walled assumptions, inflation-extension behaviour was simulated for several 
values of the axial prestretch. The results suggest that there is some value, and could be referred to as 
optimal value, of the prestretch under which the artery is capable to accommodate maximal internal 
volume. This could represent another principle that human physiology applies when blood is 
transported to the periphery.  
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